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Although coherent twin boundaries require little energy to form in nanoscale single crystals, their

influence on properties can be dramatic. In recent years, some important steps forward have been made

in understanding and controlling twinning processes at the nanoscale, making possible the fabrication

of nanoengineered twinning superlattices in crystalline nanowires. These advances have opened new

possibilities for properties and functionalities at the atomic and quantum scales by modulating twin

densities. This article presents a brief overview of recent theoretical and experimental progress in

growth mechanisms and promising properties of coherent twinning superlattice nanowires with special

emphasis toward cubic systems in semiconductor and metallic materials. In particular, we show how

nanoscale growth twins can considerably enhance bandgap engineering and mechanical behaviour in

quasi-one-dimensional materials. Opportunities for future research in this emerging area are also

discussed.
Introduction

The fundamental study of size, surface structure, and interface

effects on material properties in semiconductor and metallic

nanowires (NWs) is of paramount importance for current
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nanotechnology applications in electronics, optoelectronics,

thermoelectrics, photonics, mechanical systems, and life sciences.

Over the past decade, many research studies have been devoted to

the growthof nanoscale twins in crystallineNWs, and their role on

physical andmechanical properties at themolecular scale. In pure

cubic systems and zinc-blende binary alloys in semiconductors

and metals, a twin boundary is a zero-stress interface character-

ized by a single {111}-oriented hexagonal-close-packed layer with

no dangling bonds, as shown in Fig. 1. At the atomic scale, these

unique characteristics confer the maximum degree of symmetry
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Fig. 1 Atomic structure of coherent twin boundaries (in green colour) in

(a) diamond-cubic and zinc-blende semiconductors, and (b) face-centred

cubic (FCC) metals. Twins are parallel to {111} planes with either

wurtzite or hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) arrangements.
and coherency to twin boundaries in comparison to other types of

grain boundaries. In addition, twinning can occur easily during

crystal growth at the nanoscale,1 and requires very little energy to

form. Interestingly, the occurrence of twinning defects has been a

long-standing issue in limiting the yield of single crystals in bulk

semiconductors obtained by traditional melt-recrystallization

process.2 By contrast, recent advances have enabled the fabrica-

tion of coherent twinning superlattices in a vast array of quasi-

one-dimensional nanostructures by promoting and tuning the

growth of twin boundaries at the nanoscale. Forming well-

ordered, periodic distributions of twin boundaries, however,

remains challenging and largely dependent upon the system being

synthesized as shown below. Therefore, gaining predictive

understanding on the processes of twin nucleation in NWs, and

their underlying mechanisms, is critical for future investigations

of properties and applications related to twinning superlattice

NWs.ThisFeatureArticle presents anoverviewof recent progress

in growth mechanisms and structure–property relationships in

coherent twinning superlattices NWs with particular focus on

relevant cubic systems in semiconductor and metallic materials.

We note that mechanisms and properties in superlattice hetero-

structures made of two or more materials have already been dis-

cussed in an earlier review,3 and therefore are not addressed here.
Semiconductor nanowires

Growth mechanisms

Past experimental studies have shown supporting evidence that

twinning is ubiquitous in nanoscale semiconductors. For

example, twin boundaries have been observed in various types of

semiconductor NWs, such as Group III–V NWs,4–19 Group II–

VI NWs,20–22 pure Si NWs,23–25 carbide NWs,26–30 and oxide

NWs.31–34 Notably, control over periodic twin ordering has been

more systematically investigated in zinc-blende III–V NWs such

as GaP, GaAs, InP, and InAs NWs.4–18

The primary chemical method to synthesize nanoscale twins

in semiconductor NWs is the vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) growth.

A concrete example of perfect twinning superlattice in a
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
VLS-grown InAs NW16 is shown in Fig. 2a. This approach uses a

metal seed particle in order to decompose a vapour-phase reac-

tant into a semiconductor through a liquid eutectic alloy at high

temperature as shown in Fig. 2b. The liquid alloy droplet

subsequently crystallizes into a solid NW when the seed metal

becomes saturated with the semiconductor. Similarly, the

supercritical fluid–liquid–solid approach has been used to grow

NWs in supercritical solvents, where twinning is also found to be

prominent at high temperatures.10 Twin boundaries obtained

from these methods are typically aligned perpendicularly to the

NW axis along the [111] direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2c. Such

NWs exhibit two primary morphologies: cylindrical NWs with

hexagonal cross section made of {121} surface facets and

random twin boundary spacing (TBS), or zigzag NWs with {111}

surface facets and more constant TBS. It should be noted,

however, that {111} microfaceting is predicted to disappear for

very small diameters (e.g. <10 nm in GaP NWs).10

The ease of cubic systems to form twin boundaries can be

understood by considering a layer-by-layer growth process on

{111} planes, and by the fact that the twin formation energy in

these materials is about only half the stacking-fault energy and

generally less than the thermal energy, kBT where kB is the

Boltzmann constant.10,27 For instance, for a typical growth

temperature of 500 �C, kBT � 72 meV, which is significantly

larger than the twinning energy for most III–V semiconductors.10

Surface energies also provide another reason for twin nucleation

in NWs. h111i-grown semiconductor crystals are usually bound

by six {121} surface facets; however, these facets can be seen at

atomic level as a series of {111} microfacets with correcting steps.

Consequently, simultaneous growth of twin boundaries and

zigzag {111} microfacets promotes a lower state of energy in the

NW because surface energies are higher for {121} facets with

steps than for {111} microfacets with intervening twin

boundaries.

Furthermore, TBS is observed to decrease significantly as the

growth temperature and vapour pressure increases,8,11,18 or as the

diameter decreases.20,35 Also, in Group III–V NWs, the precursor

V/III ratio in the vapour phase is found to play an important role

in the defect density.36 In turn, these parameters can affect the

chemical potential, Dm, and the energies at the liquid–solid

interface, the solid–vapour interface, and the liquid–vapour

interface, gLS, gSV and gLV, respectively (Fig. 2b). Johansson

et al.8 first noted that certain elements from the vapour phase

have low solubility in the metal seed. Therefore growth of

semiconductor NWs has to proceed from the edge of the NW–

seed interface, so called three-phase boundary (TPB), where all

species can be made available for the growth. Using classical

nucleation theory, these authors proposed to model the energy

barrier for nucleation of a semi-circular twin nucleus of radius r

and height h at the TPB, DGT, as the sum of the nucleus energy of

a {111} plane, the twinning energy and the energy of the surface

step associated with the nucleus. Therefore, it can be derived that

DGT ¼ �p

2
r2
�
Dm

Sc

� gT

�
þ ðpgLS þ 2gSVÞrh (1)

where Sc is the inverse of the nucleation site density on {111}

planes and gT is the twin energy (Fig. 2e). It was shown that,

since gT is generally small compared toDm/Sc, the energy barriers

for twin nucleation and ordinary nucleation are not significantly
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 5268–5276 | 5269



Fig. 2 Vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) model of lamellar twin growth in h111i-oriented semiconductor NWs. (a) VLS-grown InAs NW exhibiting well-

controlled twinning and {111} microfaceting from Dick et al.16 reprinted with permission from IOP Publishing. (b) Layer growth at the three-phase

boundary (TPB) in GaP NWs from Algra et al.18 reprinted with permission from American Chemical Society. The catalyst particle can be seen in dark

colour. d0 is the contact angle between liquid droplet and tip at the TPB. (c) Schematic of h111i-grown twinned NWs with zigzag {111} microfacets and

periodic twin boundary spacing (TBS). (d) Layer-by-layer growth mechanism in NWs with {121} surface facets. (e) Mechanism of twin nucleation in

NWs with zigzag {111} microfacets. Illustration adapted from Davidson et al.10 with permission from American Chemical Society.
different.8 Therefore random twinning in semiconductor NWs

can be interpreted from fluctuations in mass-transport to the

TPB, as well as from thermal fluctuations,7 especially at high

temperatures. However, neither periodic twin ordering nor

decrease in TBS with increasing vapour partial pressure, which

primarily relates to a change in gLV,
18 can be accounted for using

eqn (1). Davidson et al.10 and Algra et al.11,18 proposed to refine

this idea by considering the interfacial tension at the TPB and the

deformation of the liquid particle during crystal growth. By way

of illustration, Fig. 2d schematically depicts the growth process

of a VLS NW without twin boundaries. As mentioned above, in

the absence of twins, semiconductor NWs exhibit straight {121}

facets and keep a perfectly hexagonal shape during growth.

Accordingly, it can be assumed for this type of NWs that all

facets make a right angle with respect to the TPB (n ¼ 90� in

Fig. 2d) at all time. Furthermore, the contact angle between the

liquid droplet and the tip, d0, is at equilibrium whether twin

boundaries are formed or not. Therefore, according to Davidson

et al.,10 the wetting angle qL between the droplet and the NW

sidewall is mostly constant during growth, and equal to

qL ¼ arccos

�
gSV

2 þ gLV
2 � gSL

2

2gSVgLV

�
(2)

It is therefore clear from eqn (2) that the liquid–vapour

interface energy is as important as the other interface energies for

twin nucleation. The growth of twinned NWs takes place

differently because the angle formed by {111} microfacets with

respect to the TPB is either acute (n ¼ 71�) or obtuse (n ¼ 109�),
as represented in Fig. 2e. As such, the NW cross-sectional shape

continuously evolves from hexagonal to triangular during

growth, which dramatically increases the surface tension on the

liquid. This effect causes the droplet to deform asymmetrically

and the wetting angle to change, which governs the process of
5270 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 5268–5276
twin nucleation. More specifically, both angles qL and d0 tend to

increase if the facet angle is acute. This scenario may stop the

NW growth because, if the angle becomes too large, the droplet

can no longer dewet the surface at the TPB. On the contrary, if

the facet angle is obtuse, the wetting angle qL decreases during

growth. In this case, dewetting of the tip may occur, which could

ultimately inhibit the growth process as well. Therefore, twin

nucleation coupled to a change in facet orientation is necessary

to reduce the surface tension caused by the change in

morphology at the droplet–NW interface. Furthermore, by using

literature values for the surface energies of different Au seeded

semiconductor NW systems, Davidson et al.10 have shown that,

while the equilibrium contact angle between droplet and NW

does not significantly change between different semiconductors,

qL varies notably. For example, twinning occurs easily in Au-

seeded III–V NWs, as opposed to Au-seeded Si NWs with h111i
growth direction, because qL is significantly smaller in the latter,

which facilitates dewetting at the TPB without twin formation.

Nevertheless, it was shown that twinning can be observed

experimentally in Si NWs by substituting the seed metal with Cu

instead of Au.23 Also, a past theoretical study comparing twin-

ning between different III–V semiconductor NWs37 predicted

that TBS decreases with increasing ionicity, which is consistent

with the reduction in energy barrier for twinning with increasing

Dm in eqn (1). Furthermore, it was hypothesized that surface

oxidation creates a protective shell that restrains lateral growth,

which may help in keeping TBS more uniform along the NW

length.22
Bandgap engineering

Engineering of quantum properties is an important goal in

semiconductor nanotechnology for next-generation electronic,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



optoelectronic, and thermoelectric devices. Here we examine

how twinning superlattices influence these properties in semi-

conductor NWs when TBS, twin distribution, and surface fac-

eting vary. It is worth noting that, although twinning and

microfaceting effects are mutually dependent in quasi-one-

dimensional nanostructures, their roles on properties are distinct.

Because electronic band structures can differ markedly between

hexagonal and cubic crystals in semiconductors, twin interfaces

have a direct impact on bandgap and band profiles due to their

unique structure as hexagonal monolayers. For example, the

bandgap energy is smaller in hexagonal Si (Si IV) than in cubic Si

(Si I), and the minimum potential of the conduction band

generally exhibits lower energy in Si IV than in Si I with a net

difference of �0.109 eV.23 Therefore, the potential difference

between these two Si phases acts as if each twin boundary was a

quantum well, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3b.

In turn, this effect could make possible the confinement of

electrons similar to the behaviour of quantum dots.38 Although

twinning defects have proved to diminish coherent electron

transport,39 modulating the distribution of quantum wells by

twinning superlattices in NWs opens new possibilities for aug-

menting Seebeck effect with little to no sacrifice on electrical

conductivity, which could dramatically boost thermoelectric

performance and figure-of-merit in Si NWs for miniaturized

cooling and energy conversion.23,40,41 In an opposite way, both

bandgap and conduction band potentials in InP NWs increase

from zinc-blende to wurtzite phases, which results in the creation

of quantum barriers (+0.129 eV)12 as shown in Fig. 3c. Experi-

mentally, such quantum barriers were found to decrease carrier

mobility in periodically twinned III–V NWs compared to defect-

free NWs.14,17 However, photo-excited electrons in this type of

twinned NWs can reach much higher energy levels due to the
Fig. 3 Twin boundary effects on electronic band structure in semi-

conductors. (a) Atomic configuration of a twin showing the hexagonal

and cubic structures in green and purple colours, respectively. Minimum

of the conduction band potential across twin plane (b) in Si where the net

difference in energy between hexagonal Si (Si IV) and cubic Si (Si I) is

negative, thereby giving rise to a quantum well,23 and (c) in InP where the

wurtzite (WZ)–zinc-blende (ZB) energy difference is positive, and acts as

a quantum barrier.12
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multiple wurtzite domains, thus causing significant wavelength

shift in photoluminescence and cathodoluminescence experi-

ments.12,15,21,22 It was found, for example, that twinning super-

lattices produce blue and red shifts in the photoluminescence

spectrum of InP NWs12 and ZnTe NWs,21 respectively. This

means that a direct correlation between twin density and optical

properties can be obtained with coherent twinning superlattice

NWs, which holds great promise for optoelectronics and solar cell

applications.22,42 Strain engineering offers an additional possi-

bility to control electronic properties in periodically twinned

NWs. Past first-principles simulation studies have revealed that

twin boundaries in NWs are somewhat transparent to electron

transport.43–45However, Tsuzuki et al.43 have found that applying

an external strain along the NW axis can significantly shift the

bottomof the conductionband in thequantumbarriers associated

with twin boundaries, and that different electronic properties can

rise by tuning both the applied strain and TBS in InP NWs. This

phenomenon stems from inhomogeneous stress fields caused by

twinning and surface faceting under an applied strain, which

locally affects the conduction and valence band potentials.

Mechanical and thermal transport properties

It is well established that the mechanical behaviour of semi-

conductor NWs is quasi brittle. Therefore, for brittle ceramic

materials such as SiC, the relevant parameters are only the

Young’s modulus and the yield strength. Based on past atomistic

simulation studies, there is good agreement in the literature that

twinning moderately increases the elastic modulus with

decreasing TBS in SiC NWs,29,46 although elastic properties in

other twinned NW systems remain largely unexplored. However,

some conflicting observations exist in the relationship between

twinning and strength because it was reported that addition of

twins can both increase and decrease the ultimate strength of SiC

NWs compared to twin-free SiC NWs.46–48 This discrepancy can

be interpreted by the possible dispersion in mechanical strength

due to differences in surface morphology.49,50 It was also pre-

dicted theoretically that nucleation of cracks on a zinc-blende

NW is made easier due to the stress singularities that occur at the

intersection of two opposing {111} facets.49

Similarly, Sansoz predicted in a recent atomistic simulation

study that surface faceting associated with {111}/{100} sawtooth

facets significantly decreases thermal conductivity in Si NWs.51

This result suggests that periodic twinning may also play an indi-

rect role in thermal transport characteristics due to surface effects.

In particular, this idea is supported by recent experimental

measurements in individual InAs NWs with random twin defects

showing a two-order reduction in thermal conductivity compared

to bulk.52However, since any reduction in thermal conductivity is

critical for improving the thermoelectric figure-of-merit of nano-

scale semiconductors,40,41 further experimental and theoretical

progress is required to fully assess the impactof twinboundarieson

thermal transport behaviour in semiconductor NWs.

Metallic nanowires

Twinning in electrodeposited nanowires

Electrodeposition (ED) is a well-established technique for the

fabrication of metallic NWs with submicron diameters.53–58 Size
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 5268–5276 | 5271



Fig. 4 Coherent twinning superlattices in FCC metal NWs formed by

different methods. (a) Cu NW obtained by binary interface stress during

non-templated electrodeposition, a magnified view of twin boundaries is

shown in inset (reprinted with permission from ref. 65 ªWiley-VHC

2009). (b) Ag nanostructure obtained through ion migrational-transport-

controlled 3D electrodeposition with (c) magnified view of twinning

(reproduced from ref. 66). Au NWs obtained through (d) mechanical

disturbance (reprinted with permission from ref. 67ªAmerican Chemical

Society 2010), (e) oriented-attachment of nanoparticles (reprinted with

permission from ref. 68 ªWiley-VHC 2007), and (f) surface ligand

rearrangement (reprinted with permission from ref. 69).
reduction in ED NWs is obtained by directly electroplating

metals inside a solid template containing nanoscale cylindrical

pores. Standard templates are either anodized aluminium oxide

films with dense, hexagonally arranged pores, or track-etched

polycarbonate membranes with smaller porosities. Microstruc-

ture, morphology, and texture of ED NWs are generally

controlled by the applied potential or current density, the bath

composition, and the pore size and shape.

Twinning has been observed in ED NWs primarily made of

Cu, Au and Ag. Evidence of twinning was reported from as early

as 200159 in Cu NWs produced by direct-current ED. Twin

boundaries were observed with a salt bath consisting only of

CuSO4$H2O and H2SO4, which exhibited increased conductivity

in comparison to the other electrolytes used. However, it was

speculated that, due to observations of surface steps formed on

the NWs, twins could result from plastic deformation and slip,

instead of being growth twins. More recently, it was found that

optimizing both the bath composition and the applied current

density via pulsed ED was successful in synthesizing twinned ED

Cu nanopillars with a diameter of 500 nm.60 These nanopillars

featured a [111] growth orientation and dense distributions of

planar twins (TBS �9 nm). Similarly occasional twinning has

been observed in Ag NWs61 with certain electrolytes under

alternating-current ED. Ag NWs with a [220] growth direction

and lengthwise (111)[112] twins were also observed by Wang

et al.62 However, the properties for this type of lengthwise

twinning are not part of this review. In Au NWs, Tian et al.58

used 1–2% gelatin as an additive to increase pore wetting, and

observed [111]-oriented AuNWs with random lamellar twinning.

After further investigation by Wang et al.63 These NWs were

found to present both primary (111)[11�2] and secondary (�1�11)

[112] twin boundaries. Karim et al.64 found (111) twins in single-

crystalline [110] Au NWs grown under potentiostatic conditions.

To this date, however, higher twin densities have only been

observed in metallic NWs synthesized by non-templated ED, or

direct ED method. Remarkably, Zhong et al.65 recently reported

Cu NWs grown by direct ED on a glass substrate with TBS as

small as 0.5 nm and an average diameter >100 nm (Fig. 4a).

Although direct ED makes the control of diameter more elusive,

the lack of post-synthesis processing steps such as template

dissolution assures that these twins are all growth twins.

There is also some experimental evidence of growth twins in

Ag NWs obtained by direct ED.66,70 Such Ag NWs were initially

grown as dendrite structures as shown in Fig. 4b and c. Upon

relaxation, however, the dendrite arms fell off through a possible

electrochemical Ostwald ripening process. Bamboo-like twinned

Ag NWs were also produced by the same approach under high

DC potentials and uniformmagnetic fields.71While no branching

was visible, the NWs exhibited twinning in the narrowest areas.
Twinning via other synthetic methods

Chemical reduction techniques are also increasingly popular for

producing metallic NWs. A five-fold twinning about the axis of

growth is a common twinning motif in FCC NWs, and has been

observed in Au, Ag, Pd, Cu, and Fe.72–76 Evidence of twinning

superlattices obtained by wet chemical methods or physical

vapour deposition is more limited, but the number is growing in

the literature. Several representative examples are shown in
5272 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 5268–5276
Fig. 4d–f. Au NW networks grown in microemulsions have been

shown to have lamellar twinning characteristics.77 Also, ultrathin

(<10 nm) Au NWs synthesized through a variation of the

oleylamine reduction technique exhibited lamellar twinning.

Halder and Ravinshankar68 first reported twinning in ultrathin

Au NWs (Fig. 4e). Later, Bernardi et al.69 reported a method

modification producing straight NWs with no branching and

extensive twin boundaries (Fig. 4f). Twinning was also observed

in similarly synthesized NWs, but under mechanical disturbance

through stirring that promoted a bent structure.67,78 Twin

boundaries were exclusively seen near the elbows (Fig. 4d), which

therefore makes it unclear whether they were growth twins or

deformation twins. Other types of twinned structures in Ag such

as Ag rice-shaped nanoparticles with a high density of lattice

defects were synthesized through a polyol process.79 These

structures were predominately FCC with some HCP phase near

the tips. The FCC phase exhibited dense lamellar twins along the

[111] direction. A similar structure was found in Ag hetero-

structures formed in the presence of a surfactant and a mild

reducing agent.80 The reaction produced a wire like needle

section conjoined with a much thicker rod-like section. These
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



heterostructures also contained both FCC and HCP phases with

high densities of lattice defects in the needle section. Further-

more, it is common to find CuNWs produced by physical vapour

deposition forming twin boundaries, as well as flat {100} and

{111} facets, during growth.81,82
Proposed growth mechanisms

Although there exists no general consensus to comprehensively

explain the process governing twin nucleation in metallic NWs,

two possible mechanisms have been envisioned so far. On one

side, Halder and Ravishankar68 proposed the oriented attach-

ment of nanoparticles for the growth of twinned Au NWs by

oleylamine reduction. These authors suggested that Au cations

are first reduced with an amine to form Au nanoparticles with

{111} and {100} facets. These faceted nanoparticles are capped

with the amine group; however preferential binding to the {100}

facets takes place. When ascorbic acid is added to the growth

solution, the {111} facets are deprotected and {111} facets from

two particles can bind together and fuse in a chain-like manner to

build NWs. The formation of twin boundaries during the fusion

of {111} facets is energetically possible, and consistent with the

creation of {111}/{100} sawtooth facets. This hypothesis is also

supported by the existence of branched NWs and NWs with

zigzag morphology. Oriented attachment of nanoparticles is also

alluded for the twinning structures seen in Ag nano-rice.79 Sun

et al.71 also suggested that, based on observations of the irregular

cross-sectional shape and polyhedral surface morphology,

twinned Ag NWs grown through direct ED process under a

magnetic field could result from the aligned attachment of

smaller Ag nanoparticles.

On the other side, Bernardi et al.69 proposed a layer-by-layer

growth model with ligand rearrangement at the free surface. This

mechanism is shown to be favoured when twin boundary

formation is less than the energy for ligand rearrangement, which

could occur in systems with low stacking-fault energy such as Au,

when coupled with large, bulky asymmetric ligands such as

oleylamine. In ED NWs, Wang et al.63 also alluded that during

deposition with a correct stacking sequence of ABCABCABC,

adatoms will preferentially seek to deposit on the next correct

plane. For example, if an A plane was last formed, adatoms will

seek a B site; however additives do not have this preference and

may force the adatom to bind instead to a C site. The energy

difference between the B and C sites is small, so this process is not

detrimental energetically. Furthermore, Zhong et al.65 suggested

in their direct ED experiments that perhaps twinning is depen-

dent on an ionic flux at the liquid–solid interface. Formation

of twins or stacking faults could then be due to fluctuations in

ion-transport at this interface.
Mechanical properties

Metallic NWs are central building blocks in photonic and elec-

tronic nanodevice fabrication because of their unique electrical

and optical properties at the nanoscale. Yet it is imperative for

device reliability to employ materials with excellent mechanical

properties without sacrificing their desired function, which is

made possible with nanotwinned materials. For example, past

studies on bulk metals have proved that nanoscale twins can
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
significantly increase mechanical strength and plasticity without

disrupting electrical conductivity in the same way that other

types of grain boundaries do.83,84 Also, past reports in the liter-

ature tend to indicate that twinning does not change the plas-

monic response of NWs, which agrees with the trend that the

plasmonic resonance bands of metals such Au and Ag is

predominantly size-related.85,86 Also, early experimental studies

showed that twin planes do not significantly affect the Young’s

modulus of metallic NWs and nanorods.87 Nevertheless, exam-

ining the role of nanoscale twins on mechanical strength and

plastic deformation in metallic NWs has become a focal point of

research over the last few years,82 primarily because past exper-

imental and theoretical studies in FCC metal NWs have shown

clear evidence that, among all types of microstructures (e.g.

nanocrystalline, polycrystalline with twins, etc.), twinning

superlattice NWs are the strongest.60,88,89 For example,

pronounced increases in strength were measured in direct ED Cu

NWs and ED Cu nanopillars with lamellar twinning.60,65 Even

with large diameters (>200 nm), ED Cu NWs and nanopillars

exhibited a three-fold increase in ultimate tensile strength

compared to bulk Cu materials, with no significant change in

electrical properties.65 Bernardi et al.69 also measured the yield

strength of ultrathin Au NWs with twins by using ultra-

sonication, and estimated their tensile strength to be �1.63 GPa,

much higher than that of single-crystalline Au NWs with an

equivalent diameter (600 MPa). However experimental strength

measurements in twinned NWs are scarce because it is, in

general, extremely challenging experimentally to characterize the

mechanical properties of NWs with small diameters.90

Surprisingly, past atomistic simulation studies on the plasticity

of metallic NWs under uniform deformation revealed that

twin boundaries do not always strengthen NWs compared to

twin-free NWs.82,91–95 Our previous computer simulations using

classical molecular dynamics have shown, in particular, that

several factors such as TBS,88,93,94,96 the ratio of diameter over

TBS,97 the stacking-fault energy of the metal,98 and the surface

morphology such as surface facets88,99 must be carefully designed

to produce strengthening in periodically twinned metallic NWs.

In particular, pronounced strain-hardening effects and plastic

deformation due to the blockage of dislocations by twin

boundaries was seen in Au NWs as TBS decreases, which differs

markedly from the brittle failure in twin-free Au NWs of same

diameter (Fig. 5a).97

Computer simulations also showed that the failure mode in

circular Au NWs changes fundamentally from brittle-like to

extended plasticity with strain hardening when a critical ratio of

diameter over TBS is exceeded. Such noticeable increase in

ductility could serve an important role as a fail-safe approach to

prevent catastrophic failure of NWs under applied stresses. This

phenomenon occurs because partial dislocations, which are

usually emitted from the free surface in the absence of internal

defects,100,101 are blocked by pre-existing twin boundaries, as

shown in Fig. 4b. The blocked dislocations can only transmit

through the twin when the stress is strong enough to activate

trailing partial dislocations.97,98 Therefore, the stress required to

emit surface dislocations must be lower than the stress necessary

to transmit partial dislocations through twin interfaces in order

to observe strain hardening. Interestingly, if the applied stress

decreases before blocked dislocations can transmit through
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 5268–5276 | 5273



coherent twin boundaries, dislocations could be reabsorbed by

the surface, and leave a pristine NW upon unloading, somewhat

reminiscent to a self-healing process.97Also, strengthening effects

in twinned Au NWs can be very strong, because their unstable

stacking energy and stress for dislocation nucleation are low. On

the contrary, in metals with high unstable stacking energies such

as Cu and Ni, twinned NWs remain brittle. Another salient

feature is that the surface morphology like {111} zigzag facets,

can dramatically improve the strength of twinned Au NWs as

shown by the results of Deng and Sansoz88 presented in Fig. 2c. It

was shown that the stress to nucleate new surface dislocations

rises more dramatically as TBS decreases with zigzag {111}

facets, because of the nucleation of Lomer (001)[110] disloca-

tions, instead of partial dislocations commonly observed in FCC

metals.88,99 Ultimately, this synergistic influence of twin, size and

surface faceting on plastic deformation mechanisms enables

zigzag metallic NWs to approach the theoretical limit of

strength, which is more than 45 times larger than the bulk

strength for Au, as shown for twinned Au NWs in Fig. 5c.
Fig. 5 Mechanical behavior of twinning superlattice NWs in Au pre-

dicted by molecular dynamics computer simulations. (a) Tensile stress–

strain curves in twinned and twin-free Au NWs with a diameter of 12 nm.

(b) Strain-hardening effects obtained by the blockage of partial disloca-

tions emitted from the free surface by coherent twin boundaries (CTB).

(c) Giant size-dependent strengthening due to synergistic effects between

CTB and zigzag {111} surface facets in Au NWs. The ultimate strength

achieved in twinned zigzag Au NWs approaches the ideal strength of Au.
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Summary and outlook for future research

This brief overview has clearly shown that coherent twinning

superlattices hold great promise for tuning and enhancing

physical and mechanical properties in crystalline NWs without

compromising one property over another. Although semi-

conductor and metallic NWs exhibit different properties aiming

at diverse applications, the conclusions of this survey point to

some commonalities between the two systems. For instance, it is

evident that a strong relationship exists between twinning and

surface effects in growth of NWs. In VLS-grown semiconductor

NWs, controlling the deformation of the liquid droplet was

found critical in achieving perfectly periodic twin ordering.

Because {111} microfaceting is associated with twin nucleation,

microfacets greatly contribute to the droplet deformation. Like

semiconductor NWs, {111} microfaceting has also been

observed in metallic NWs with high twin densities.68 While

twinning has been observed in metallic NWs from templated ED,

non-templated ED and chemical reduction techniques have

yielded better results in terms of achieving high twin densities,

perhaps owing to the lack of rigid constraint on the growing

surfaces. In non-templated EDNWs, in particular, it is crucial to

further understand the fundamental role of fluctuations in

transport at the liquid–solid interface in order to fully control

their microstructure. Furthermore, achieving regular TBS is

important because properties are found to change significantly as

a function of twin density in both systems. For example, stress

for surface dislocation nucleation, which is important for

strengthening effects in twinned NWs, varies linearly with the

number of twin boundaries per unit length, 1/TBS;93,96 and NWs

will fail on the segment with largest TBS.93 Therefore, uniform

twin distributions give rise to better tensile strength. Similarly,

modulating twin density in semiconductor NWs plays an

important role in engineering bandgap and electronic behaviour

at the quantum scale. Our ability to control twin densities is

paramount for physical properties and functions such as opto-

electronic and thermoelectric properties in twinned semi-

conductor NWs.

However, some progress still needs to be made in some areas.

Future research in this emerging field can be summarized by

asking the following questions. First, can perfect twinning

superlattices be formed and controlled in metallic NWs? Unlike

semiconductor NWs, a regular TBS has not been observed so far

experimentally in metal NWs. A recent atomistic simulation

study102 suggested a top-down approach using high-energy

electron flux combined with torsion loading to guide the growth

of twin boundaries in NWs; yet more simple synthetic methods

are required. Likewise, twinning superlattices have not been

synthesized in certain types of semiconductor NWs, such as Si

NWs, which are also relevant for applications. Second, how to

bridge the gap between experiments and theory to improve our

fundamental understanding of growth and properties in coherent

twinning superlattice NWs? In particular, computer simulations

may help better understand the factor(s) governing twin nucle-

ation and properties, however most computational studies have

routinely focused on periodically twinned NWs, and rarely on

more random twinning systems. Third, how does strain clearly

affect properties in twinned NWs? For example, strain engi-

neering could be exploited for designing electronic band
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



structures at twin interfaces in semiconductor NWs, which could

be of particular interest for thermoelectric applications, although

the effect of twinning in thermal transport behaviour remains

largely unexplored, which also warrants further investigations.
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